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Use the factory edge of a piece of MDF or plywood 
to perform this test. Draw lines with a sharp pencil 
or marking knife. 

are the lines parallel?

A

Whether you build a jewelry box 
or a dresser, square assemblies 
begin with square stock and 

properly cut joinery. Apply these top-
notch techniques with properly tuned 
tools; then use our reliable methods for 
checking your work, and say goodbye to 
off-kilter corners. 

Check your standards
Square machine setups, workpieces, and 
assemblies begin with an accurate 

square. A good combination square (see 
More Resources, page 67, to find reviews 
of squares) performs most checks, but 
keep a 4" engineer’s square in an apron 
pocket to fit in small interior spaces.

But how do you know your square is…
well, square? To find out, place the head 
against the straight edge of a scrap. Draw 
along the length of the blade, then flip 
the square over and draw a second line 
about 1⁄16" from the first [Photo A]. Paral-
lel lines indicate a square you can trust. 

Start square…

 …to 
finish

 square
From tuned-up tools ’til you tighten the clamps, 
it’s hip to be square. here’s how to get there.
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Take the time to tune the tools

Tablesaw

Router table

Jointer

adjust the fence 
faces perpendicular 
to the table.

adjust the insert 
flush with the 
tabletop. 

Check your router 
for run-out, which 
can cause wobble 
in the bit, throwing 
off accuracy.

set the drill-press table to bore dowel joints 
and mortises perpendicular to the surface of 
a workpiece. Check the table by mounting a 
Z-shape wire in the drill press and turning the 
chuck by hand. the wire should make even 
contact at all points around the table; then 
install the fence and ensure that its face sits 
perpendicular to the table.

Drill press

4. Check the miter-gauge 
stops for 45° and 90°. even 
slight errors here will 
throw off the squareness 
of a joint.

5. set the throat plate flush with the 
table. if it sits too high, workpieces catch 
on it, causing an uneven cut; too low, 
and dadoes, rabbets, and grooves may 
end up shallower than intended.

3. adjust the blade 
tilt stops to exactly 
45° and 90°.

1. align the blade 
parallel to the miter 
slot so that a cut made 
at the front of the 
blade doesn’t change 
as it passes the back of 
the blade. 

3. to square an edge to the face 
of a board, the jointer fence must 
sit perpendicular to the tables. 
edge-gluing two boards with 
out-of-square edges creates a 
cupped or uneven panel. 

2. set the outfeed table 
to the same height as 
the knives at the top 
of their travel. this 
prevents snipe 
(a deeper cut at the 
end of a board).

1. to create flat 
stock, the infeed 
and outfeed 
tables must be 
parallel to each 
other along their 
lengths and from 
side to side.

Before milling lumber to size or cutting joints, tune your tools to cut true. The owner’s manuals should have details on 
making most of the adjustments listed below. See More Resources on page 67 for additional help.

2. Check that the rip 
fence stands square 
to the table and locks 
parallel to the blade.



FOr DeaD-On Miters, Fit FOUrMaKe YOUr Miter GaUGe MiGhtier

Cutting and fitting a test box helps determine the 
precision of your setup because any error will be 
multiplied by eight.

an extension supports a workpiece during the cut 
and provides a surface for attaching a stopblock 
for cutting pieces to identical length.

BUilD aCCUraCY intO JiGs, tOO

a saddle jig used for cutting tenon cheeks must 
rest square to the table and ride smoothly on the 
fence without wobble.
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Jig square 
to table

Gap
Blue tape 
holds corners 
temporarily.Stopblock

Miter-gauge  
extension

them together [Photo C]. If each of the 
eight cuts is off just 1⁄4°, that equals 2° 
overall, and the error shows up as a gap 
as you close the fourth corner. 
 Jigs can improve accuracy when cut-
ting joints [Photo D]. But just like your 
tools, ensure that the jig keeps work-
pieces square to the blade or bit.
 When using a jig or miter gauge on 
the tablesaw, secure your workpiece 

with clamps or double-faced tape when-
ever possible to prevent the workpiece 
from shifting during the cut. 
 After milling parts, check them for 
square. When checking the end of a 
workpiece, place the head of the square 
firmly against one edge and slide it 
down until the blade just touches the 
end [Photo E]. Sight against a light source 
or white surface to highlight any gap. 
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STOCK PREPARATION
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STEP 1 
Cut to rough width and 
length using the tablesaw, 
bandsaw, and/or mitersaw.

STEP 2 
Joint one face �at.

STEP 3 
Joint one 
edge square to 
the jointed face.

STEP 4 
Plane the opposite face 
to bring the workpiece
to �nished thickness.

STEP 5 
Rip the piece to 
width at the tablesaw.

STEP 6 
Crosscut each end 
to bring the workpiece 
to �nished length.

siX steps tO perFeCt stOCK prep

Cut parts and 
joints accurately
With your tools properly tuned, focus 
on producing the most accurate cuts 
possible when milling project parts and 
cutting joinery. 
 Use your jointer, planer, and tablesaw 
to bring stock to size, following the steps 
shown at right. For greatest accuracy, 
crosscut pieces less than 40" long on the 
tablesaw, as detailed in the next para-
graph. Use a mitersaw or radial-arm saw 
for longer pieces. 
 Assemblies such as face frames, boxes, 
and tables require two or more pieces 
crosscut to identical length—otherwise 
the assembly ends up a trapezoid or 
worse. To cut pieces to identical length, 
screw an extension to your miter gauge 
[Photo B]. The additional surface steadies 
a workpiece far better than the narrow 
face of the miter gauge. We prefer 
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) for 
extensions because it’s flat and inexpen-
sive. Fences get chewed up with use; cut 
several at a time so you always have a 
fresh one on hand.

With the extension mounted, crosscut 
one end of each workpiece to square it to 
the edges. Then clamp a stopblock to the 
extension, butt the cut end against it, 
and crosscut the opposite end to bring 
the piece to finished length.
 Miter joints are particularly fussy, 
especially when cutting four mitered 
pieces, as for a box or frame. To check 
your tablesaw-blade angle, miter-cut 
four identical-length pieces and dry-fit 



MaKe Gaps easY tO see pUt YOUr heaD On the FaCe

register the broad base of the combination-square 
head against an edge and check for gaps under the 
blade, where they show most readily.

to check an edge, steady the head of the square 
against the wide face of the board. the square 
won’t rock on a perfect 90° corner.
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WinDinG stiCKs shOW tWist

squat down to view just the edge of the far board. 
shim below the MDF to remove any taper in the 
revealed edge of the far board.

MDF

Light background 
highlights any 
gaps.

sQUarinG BraCes MaKe it easY tapers test DiaGOnals

after clamping across the joints to close them 
tightly, clamp a brace to two adjacent pieces to 
hold the corner perpendicular.

Squaring 
brace

Put it together right
If you follow the above procedures when 
machining, assembly should offer no 
surprises. A test fitting without glue 
ensures that and allows for correcting 
out-of-square corners. 
 Assemble projects on a dead-flat sur-
face. To determine if your workbench is 
flat, rip two boards to equal width and 
use them to reveal any twist [Photo G]. If 
needed, lay a sheet of MDF on your 
workbench or the floor, and then shim 
below the sheet to make it flat.

 When assembling carcases or boxes, 
you sometimes need three hands to hold 
the first piece while directing the second 
into place. Clamp one of the pieces to 
the bench to keep it stationary while 
you square the assembly. Squaring 
braces [Drawing, Photo H] serve as indis-
pensable helpers in the WOOD® shop. 
Make several sets of various sizes.
 A time-tested technique for checking 
an assembly for square is comparing 
diagonal measurements. But instead of 
holding a floppy tape measure in one 
corner and trying to read it at the other, 
compare the dimensions using a more 
precise shop-made gauge [Photo I].
 Especially on complex assemblies, use 
a glue with a long open time: polyure-
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Winding sticks
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SQUARING BRACE
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When checking square between the 
face and edge of a board, rest the head 
against the face, as the broad surface 
offers the most support [Photo F].
 

place the pointed ends in opposite corners, clamp 
the gauge together, then compare the fit in the 
opposite diagonal.

thane, liquid hide glue, or a glue labeled 
with an extended dry time. This gives 
you time to check for square and make 
adjustments. For the same reason, glue 
only what’s needed and get those pieces 
square before adding the next piece to 
the assembly. 

 Find reviews of squares at 
 woodmagazine.com/squares.
 For a free article on truing up
 jointer tables, go to 
 woodmagazine.com/truetables.
 To buy a video on tuning up your 
 tablesaw or drill press go to 
 woodmagazine.com/tstuneup
 woodmagazine.com/drillpress.

More Resources

Diagonal gauge

sQUarinG BraCe
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